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SUMMARY

This is the first paper in a series on the organization of education. This paper, and several to follow, examine
the use of cooperation in school districts. They concentrate on cooperative arrangements between two or more
districts tailored to meet those districts' needs. This broad category, referred to here as district cooperation
agreements, includes efforts ranging from sharing instructional technology to sharing entire grades.

The major research findings, based on a survey we conducted of all districts, are presented below.

FINDING PAGE

School districts reported 16 different types of cooperation, which can be
divided into three basic categories: district cooperation agreements,
cooperatives, and extrivdistrict cooperation.

2

Every Nfinsumots school district cooperates, if a broad definition of 3
cooperation is used that includes all of the 16 types listed in the glossary.

Within the category of district cooperation agreements, the most prevalent
types involve sharing teachers, athletes /extracurricular programs, and
facilities/equipment.

3

Districts use cooperation primarily at the secondary level. 6

The most difficult kinds of cooperation are those that generally require a 7
considerable investment district resources, decrease district autonomy, or
gewrate community concern. Co ring these factors, three types of
cooperation are the most difficult for districts: the sharing of grades,
administrators, and athletic/extracurricular programs.

Districts involved in difficult forms of cooperation differ significantly from
other districts on three major factors: they tend to be smaller, more sparsely
populated, and have declining enrollments.

Districts involved in simple cooperation are less affected by enrollment,
sparsity, and enrollment changes than are districts involved in difficult
cooperation.

Urban and rural districts have different patterns of cooperation. Small rural
districts have the highest participation levels in every type of cooperation
except instructicaal technology.

9

13

14

Membership in formal cooperatives is widespread; three types of these 15
cooperatives include over 50% of the districts as members.

About one-foul of the districts are involved in cooperative efforts with local 16
county governments.



INTRODUCTION

This is the first in a series of working papers on the organization of education. The first several papers address
cooperation among Minnesota schoo' districts, based on a year long study by the Research Department.

WHAT IS COOPERATION?

Interdistrict cooperation is the voluntary sharing of :esources between two or more school districts. Resources,
broadly defined, can include students, teachers, administrators and other personnel, facilities, equipment,
transportation, and purchasing.

Interdistrict cooperation is a generic term encompassing a wide variety at cooperative options for school districts.
These can be dassified into three general types: 1) district cooperation agreements cooperation tailored to
fit each district's needs; 2) cooperatives structured organizations that exist apart from districts; and 3)
extradistrict cooperation cooperation effects with local governmental units, area businesses or post-secondary
institutions. Definitions of all cooperative options reported by the districts are found on the next page.

WHY DO DISTRICIS COOPERATE?

Since the 1960s, interdistrict cooperation has been proposed as a solution for many of the problems faced by
school districts of all sizes. Some of the reasons diste.cts choose to cooperate are listed below:

Curriculum, particularly in small secomlary schools, may be very limited. Cooperation allows districts to offer
more comprehensive academic and extracurricular programs.

Academic programs can be maintained or expanded at a lower per pupil cost. Through joint purchasing and
shared equipment and facilities, cooperation minimizes the need for districts to purchase expensive items for
the use of only a few students.

Cooperation gives districts a cost effective way to /Novick quality educational programs for special student
populations (such as special education or gifted and talented).

Cooperation allows a district to maintain its independence and its presence in the community.

WHAT 5 THIS PAPER ABOUT?

This paper focuses on the first type of cooperation district cooperation agreements. We chose this focus
because there has been little systematic research on the statewide patterns of these widespread and varied
arrangements.

Section 1 describes the amount and types of district cooperation agreements, and analyzes the characteristics of
districts involved in these efforts.

Section II contains a brief overview of district participation in cooperatives and extradistrict cooperation.

This paper is based on data from a House Research Department survey and Department of Education
enrollment information. We surveyed superintendents in 433 Minnesota school districts by mail to determine
the extent of interdistrict cnoperaticas. We received responses from 423 districts (98% of the districts surveyed).

Future papers will examine policy issues and i:scal and legal implications of cooperation.

District Cooperation: A Description Page 1



A GLOSSARY OF COOPERATION

School asificir reported 16 dietelasst Ow: of cooprration. We divided these cooperative efforts into three broad
categories: 1) district cooperation agreements, 2) cooperatives, and (3) extradistrict cooperation. The specific
types of cooperation in each category are listed below.

District Cooperation Agreements

Grade sharing Entire grades are sent between districts, full or part-time, through pairing or tuition
agreements.

Administrator sharing School administrators provide their services to more than one district.

Athkticiermscsuriatlar proven sharing Students from more than one district participate in programs outside
the classroom.

Student sharing Selected students are sent between districts for one or more classes.

Teacher sharing One or more teachers provide classes by moving among multiple districts.

Professional sharing Professional staff (e.g. nurses, social workers, counselors) provide services to more
then one district.

Staff developnent sharing Activities and programs are jointly offered to staff in more than one district.

f.cilities/equipnentipurdsasinetransporration sharing Districts jointly purchase and/or use facilities or
equipment.

Insbucdonal technology two or more districts j intly provide programs through technological means.

Coo'
ECSUs (Educational Coopenstive Service Units) Regional organizations designed to provide educational
planning and services to the school districts within the region.

Intermediate Districts Consortia of inetropofitan districts formed to provide vocational, special education,
and low-incidence populatim pros to member districts.

Education Districts Organizations of at least four districts established to increase educational opportunities
through cooperation.

Vocational Cooperatives Organizations that provide vocational programs and services to the member
districts.

Special Education Cooperatives Organizations that provide special education programs and services to
member districts.

Other Cooperatives Organizations that provide a specified service (e.g. education?. technology,
tekcimmunications) to member districts.

Estratfistriet Cooperation

Districts work with o1 ter entities, including local, governmental units, area businesses, and post-secondary
institutions to prc:vick. services and equipment.

District Cooperation: A Description Page 2



L DISTRICT COOPERATION AGREEMENTS

WHAT TYPES OF COOPERATION HAVE DISTRICTS Q'OSEN?

Every kruatesota sditool distnFa cooperate; nay abroad defatition of cooperation dtat includes all of the types fisted
in the Oossray. This section examines participation in one cat ory of cooperation district cooperation
agreements .vhich includes cooperative arrangements tailored to fit the needs of the participating districts.

Walt this category of cooperation, U most pendent types involve :Awing teachers, adskticloormaricular
moms, and fadraks or equipment (see figure 1). The sharing of teachers and facilities/equipment may have
a great potential payoff for districts: they require a minimum of district involvement, can provide significant

benefits, and allow districts to maintain their autonomy. Athletics/extracurricular activities are frequently more
difficult to arrange, but may be necessary because of low district enrollments.

The least common types of cooperation are sharing grades and sharing administrators. Although these types of
cooperation may meet districts' program and staffing needs, they also require extensive interdistrict coordination
and some surrender of autonomy from participating districts.

Most districts reported involvement in multiple types of cooperation. Districts are counted in each type they
reported.

NUMBER OF DISTRICTS IrvoLvED IN INTEPDISTRICT

COOPERATION 1986-1987

Athletics /Extracurricular

Administrators

Gredes

Teachers

racllltlesagalpaaat

Professional Staff

Staff Development

Instructional Technology

Students

77

121

164

156

145

144

215

Th19 arepll 19 bnoe4 on 423 n1otrict4

263

'463

Figure 1

District Cooperation: A Description Page 3



HOW DOES COOPERATION OPERATE?

The following three figures illustrate the arrangements of some districts' ration efforts.

Figure 2 is an example of a common sharing arrangement that involves students. These two small districts each
send a small number of students to the other district for ius one or two courses.

Figure 2

Figure 3 shows a slightly less common arraignment Here tlwre are three districts involved, all relatively small.
The three districts have established an interdistrict cooperation agreement for sharing grades. District A has its
own superintendent, while districts B and C share a superintendent.

(K 5-8)

(K. 1-4)

superintendent

(K 9-12)

pr_iring

Figure 3

District Cooperation: A Description Page 4



Figure 4 shows an unusual arrangement involving seven districts and a number of different types of cooperation:

All ftedesta
.0.42 Deeds Pr

District A shares a psychologist with districts C and E., district D shares a nurse with district E.

District A sends some 10-L2th grade studeuts to district D for parts of the day and some to district F for part
of the day; district G sends all 9-12th grade students to district F lull time.

District A shares two industrial arts teachers with district B.

District A shares a superintendent with district B.

District Cooperation: A Description
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AT WHAT GRADE LEVEL DOES COOPERATION TAKE PIA CE?

Districts use cooperation prisms* at the soconskay levet. This reflects the needs of middle and high school
students for more choice in course., athletics and extracurricular activities. Sharing administrators is the only
type of cooperation that occurs often at the elementary level. The graph below shows the distribution of
cooperation between the elementary and secondary levels.

dtelarticsureilitecarr.

Moist straterd

easON

COOPERATION AT THE

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY LEVELS
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WHICH TYPES OF COOPERATION ARE MC 6T DIFFICULT?

The most difitetsk kinds o f coopetadoe we those the amemily nava' s considavbk acv ad of &stria matures,
decease amnia esstommA or gamete connamity ooneests. In contrast, the simplest kinds of cooperation are
those that do not generate these problems.

Row the districts' point of view, why is sharing a grade very different than cooperative staff development
prowams or joint purchasing? Wtt think primarily for three reasons.

L Conwnikniew of &goal tesoasces

The resources districts invest in cooperation range from very limited (e.g. simply paying tuition for a
few students to attend another district) to quite extensive (e.g. staff time for planning, implementation,
and owing administration or investment in new equipment).

2. Loss of amnia atiostrumy

The types of cooperation vary in the degree of control that districts retain over their curriculum,
schedule, budgets, and students.

3. C axioms
Cooperative programs that threaten community identity or control usually generate greater community
concern than other kinds of cooperation.

Using these three factors, three types of cooperation can be classified as difficult while six types can be viewed
as simple.

Diffiolt

Grade sharing
Administrator sharing
Athletic/extracurricular sharing

Singh

Student sharing
Teacher sharing
Professicnial sharing
Staff development sharing

/equipment/leg/
transport atkin sharing

Instructional technology sharing

District Cooperation: A Description ?age 7



Figure 6 shows the percentage of cooperating and non-cooperating districts.

No cooperation - 93

Frigate 6

afalost districts are involved in multiple types of cooperation. For this part of the analysis, districts were classified by whether they
engaged in any difficult mevarstion, only simple cooperative, or no cooperation. Percentages do not add to 100 because of rounding.

District Cooperation: A Description Page 8



WHAT CHARACTERIZES DISTRICTS INVOLVED IN DIFFICULT COOPERATION?

Mikis involved lie difficult forms of cooperotion air sigssfacandyfrons akar &gnat on dente ntelor foam:
nvoinsmi4 Focnintion quoits and recent entanaynt amis.

These (lifferences are displayed in the continuum below (figure 7). On the left end are small, sparse districts
with declining enrollments. On the right end are large, dense, growing districts. Districts engaged in difficult
cooperation tend to be like those on the left cut disnicts not engaged in cooperation tend to be like those on
the right end; &arias engaged in simple cooperation fall between the mythical *average district in the center
and those on the right.

Snell

Sparse

Declining

Districts

IOW Graphics

Ffigvael

difficult cooperation

cooperation
oily

MI..

Large

Dense

Growing

Districts
im

A definiticm of each of these three factors and their importance in understanding interdistrict cooperation are
&cussed below:

Ennylifnen& Low enrollment is one of the most important factors in whether districts choose to cooperate. A
small Andean population has two important effects on (listrictt (1) less mosey for the district (both aid and
revenue) and (2) olifficulty offering courses that Elated ambers of students need or want. This is particularly
true at the secondary level for such comes as advanced science or math and foreign languages. Enrollment is
defined as the averap 198647 K-12 ADM enronment.

DkAictSpanitc Sparsity may have two (Efferent effects on cooperatine (1) very sparse districts may have more
locative to cooperate, primarily because of very low enrolhnents, and (2) very sparse districts that are large or
have an unevenly distriluted student t. 4. may find that the distance to other districts impedes cooperation.
Spunky is defined as the Lumber students per square Earle in a district.

anyintent Chang= Since low enrollment is an important influence on district cooperation, declining enrollment
may serve as a warning, sigmas* the need to find less expensive ways to provide the same level of service.
Enrollment change is defined as the percent enrollment dune between 1985-86 and 1987-88.

Each of these factors can be applied to each of the three complex types of cooperation. The graphs on the
following pages illustrate the effects of these factors.

IThem wimps of districts moo placed on the COMINSIM using o statistical technique called discriminant analysis. This analysis
evaluates the Mattes importance of enroftent, sparsity and enrollment change in determining whether a district participates in
cooperation.

District Cooperatime A Description Page 9



THE PERCENTAGE OF DISTRICTS SHARING A GRADE . . .
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THE PERCENTAGE OF DISTRICTS SHARING ADMINISTRATORS
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THE PERCENTAGE OF DISTRICTS SHARING ATITLETIC/EXTRACURRICUTAR . .
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WHAT CHARACTERIZES DISTRICTS INVOLVED IN SIMPLE COOPERATION?

Districts bnctived sirrapk coo" are lea affected by enordintent, varsity, and ensvilment changes ihfill We
&trim invived in arra& map" Among districts involved in simple cooperation:

sa..,ttler, sparser districts are more likely to be sharing teachers and professional staff

- larger, growing districts are more likely to be sharing facilities and equipment, including instructional
technology

- growing and moderate size districts are more likely to be sharing instructional technology.

ARE TIME URBAN/RURAL DIFFERENCES IN COOPERATION?

To describe the distribution of cooperation around the state, districts were categorized into four types based
on their enrollment and their rural or urban setting. This creates the following four types:

Mein, - all districts in the seven county metropolitan area.

Urban nan-nietm - all districts outside the metropolitan area that have an urban area with a population
of 5000 or more.

Lase nasal - all districts without an urban area of at least 5000 but with an average enrollment of at least
50 studena per grade.

Snai l noel - all districts without an urban area of at least 5000 but with an average enrollment of less
than 50 students per grade.

District Cooperation: A Description
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Page 13



Small twat &arias have alse highest payddpatii kw& in every Ore of cooper" eaxpt instructional technology.

The table below shows the percentage of districts in each category that are engaged in each type of cooperation.

PERCENTAGE OF DISTRICTS
INVOLVED W EACH TYPE OF COOPERATION

Type of
Cooperation Metro

Urban
Non-Metro Large Rural Small Rural

DIFFICULT
Grades 0 9 17 26

Administrators 17 12 20 41

Athletiz 28 37 57 79

SIMPLE
Students 33 26 33 37

Teachers 37 kl 52 81

Professionals 24 30 27 52

Staff Develop. 37 26 31 44

Facilities/ 57 35 39 61

EquilPment

Instructional 32 38 38 33
Technology

District Cooperation: A Description
.allmy,roN.

4`. Page 14



IL COOPERATIVES AND EXTRADISITLIC'T COOPERATION

This section provides an overview of district participation in cooperatives and in cooperative efforts with counties.
Districts engage in extradistrict cooperation with other entities, including businesses and post-secondary
institutions, but sufficient data were not collected on these for presentation here.

HOW MANY DIFIRICIS BELONG TO COOPERATIVES?

Monboship in empornives is widespienik dyne types &dude o 50% of the dietricts as members. Figure 11
shows that almost all districts belong to ECSUs (99%) and most of them belong to special education cooperatives
(85%). Over half belong to "other' cooperatives that are primarily educational technology or telecommunications
cooperatives, and cooperatives offering administrative computer support. About one-third (37%) of the districts
belong to vocational cooperatives.

MEMBERSHIP IN COOPERATIVES

Potent al Districts

Inta 0 !Spa 1 re

sew Spacial roes itomoi Itdoestlos Istot oodia to
Mow t 1 OS Q1atrivia at inn CLI

Coopers t Loos

Otber
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WHAT ARE DISTRICTS DOING WIT11 COUNTEES?

At one-fourth of the districts are involved in COOperithe efforts with local county governments. As figure
12 shows, this cooperation most commonly occurs in health services.

DISTRICT COOPERATION WITH LOCAL COUNTIES

Health Services

Special Weeds Students

Social Services

Zarly Childhood Prograns

Connanity Education/Recreation

Facilities end Equipnent

a19 Graphics

is

19

ii

20

28

X\N
49

1

0 10 20 30 40 30 80

Number of School Districts

Fig= 12
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iv. POLICY IMPLICATIONS 11
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districts a variety of organizational alternatives and some financial
support, but to leave decisimis about cooperation to individual districts.

This section of the paper discusses how well district cooperation meets
state policy goals.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper examines districts involved in the more difficult kinds of cooperation as defined in the

first papal (grades, adminis' trators, and athletic/extracurricular programs) and the two types of

cooperation most liltely to involve academics: sharing students and sharing teachers. Information in

this paper is based on a phone survey of superintendents in 112 school districts. The sample was

selected in two stages. First, we identified all districts that reported using difficult or academic

types of cooperation. We then randomly selected 91 of those districts. We supplemented that sample

to be sure that at least two districts involved in more complex cooperative agreements were

represented in the final sample. All quotes in this paper are from superintendents in this sample.

L WHY DO DISTRICTS COOPERATE?

Superintendents gave us four MUMS for aviging in more difficult and academically focused

cooperation.

L Maintain or expand curriculum;

2. manage low and declining enrollments;

3. save schools, avoid consolidation, and maintain autonomy, and

4. control cost.

Districts cooperate for different reamers because they have different needs. Large districts have

different needs than small &Wets. Growing &grids are facing different problems than declining

districts.

L Mod &arias use cooperation to uutintaik ar expand curriculum.

Most districts are constantly jugsling dollars, students, and curriculum. There is rarely

enough money to offer a widely varied curriculum regardless of the number of students

in each class.

1Thfficult" cooperation was defined in the first swotting paper of this series as cool -ratan involving
(1) extensive commitment of district resources, (2) loss of district autonomy, or (3) community concern.
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It is not only the small cfistrIcts that are concerned about curriculum. Even districts

w".th moderate enrollment often find it difficult to offiz enough curricular choice

independently. Some &grids have particular difficulty offering courses such as advanced

math and science., or foreign language classes. Fewer students choose these classes and

they require teachers with special Arta..

2. Districts me cooperation to help manage low and declining enrollments.

I ow enrollment makes it difficult for districts to provide even the minimum curriculum.

These small districts are particularly concerned about the effect of increasing state

curricular requirements. Many use cooperation as a tool to maintain a satisfactory

curriculum as well as to provide their students with addition' extracurricular and

athletic opportunities.

Cooperation is also used to address some of the problems that accompany declining

enrollment. Some districts must adjust the number of courses and teachers to shrinking

levels of enrollment and funding. Other districts, experiencing enrollment declines that

have not yet had serious effects, are using cooperation as a hedge against future

probkass.

"We *Witted to (share graded, not had to. We wanted to compete with
big districts."

I Districts use amperation to save schools, avoid consolidation, and maintain autonomy.

Districts with very low or severely declining em cdhnents are faced with hard decisions.

These districts are less concerned with expanding or even maintaining curriculum than

with saving schools and holing on to some control. In some cases, cooperation can

help rfistrits save schools and controL

"Our Astrid was considering consoildation or pairing Buser of these chokes
would have meant dosing the high school. Pour* and community members
refused to consider any option that meow dosing the high schoo4 so the district
chose to send secondary grades to another district for paw of the day. This
anungement did save the high xhoot, brat the district suffered xibstandal staff
reductions and gave up all control o the auricuhins in the other thStrict."

Distriols sae onoponstios to tostroi costs.

Districts could accomplish all three of the above goals wkhout cooperation if they

only had unlimited funds. Superintendents perceive cooperation as a way to
mwtimize curriculum, manage decline, and avoid consolidation while controlling costs.
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EL HOW WEIL DOES COOPERATION WORK?

Cooperation works very well for mistaking and expanding the curriculum.

The overwhelming majority of districts are very pleased with cooperation. It proves a

relatively painless way to provide enhanced academic and extracurricular programs for students.

Superintendents say, for example:

*We have a brander curriculum and more ertracunicular programs - better
teams. Cooperation is the *to, of the future."

*Without each other, we couldn't provide this curricuhen."

For most districts, the longer they are involved with curricular cooperation, the mere satisfied

they become.

"Students have Dyne to accept kids in the other district. We* able to
continue to offer programs together tha we couldn't provide alone."

Two &trial cum* sliming proles tve considering consolidation neat year
Both districts Wive dust coweration had improved the atrriatlu and that
they had no( had the problems they expected

But even these satisfied districts did not expect and do not like the time and difficulty
involved in coordination and administration.

Districts use cooperation to maximize their curriculum in three general ways.

Divkk the cuniathars. Some districts divide the curriculum and share students between

them. This increases the number of students available to take classes in each distict.

For some districts, this entails sharing entire grades; for other districts, more limited

numbers of students. This approach requires that districts jointly determine which

districts insignia which aspects of the curriculum. Usually, decisions about shared

aspects of the curriculum are made jointly. This alternative often involves joint decisions

about staffing.

s Elimisuae past of the curritaduns. Districts may choose to eliminate parts of their
curriculum. Students who need or want those courses attend another district part or all
of the day. The resident district usually pays tuition for those students. With this
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approach, districts have no control over the curriculum they choose not to offer. Using

this alternative, if districts cease to offer courses or programs, they must then manage

some staff reductions. If district.; are simply expanding their curriculum, this may be a

vry efficient alternative.

Skov leathers. Districts may choose to off= the entire curriculum in both districts and

share teachers. This alternative kcps the curriculum in each district and minimizes staff

reductions. Some crtstricts indicate that hiring part -time teachers, an alternative, non-

cooperative solution, is less satisfactory. Teachers usually prefer not to work part-time,

and districts rind it virtually impossible to obtain, on a part-time basis, the specialized

teachers required for some of the secondary curriculum (e.g. foreign language, advanced

math and science).

Cooperation can effectively help manage low and declining enrollinet.

Many superintendents respond that cooperation allows them to Income auriadar offerings

asspibr enngbnents.* These supententkuts believe that cooperation gives them the beat

of all possible won& small schools where students can get a lot of individual attention,

minimal iscipline problems, and a complete curriculum.

Cooperation can prolong the swivel of w districts.

Superintendents in some districts believe that cooperation only serves to postpone consolidation.

These districts are

a very small districts cooperating with other very small districts;

a districts involved in eatensive cooperation, usually sharing grades;

a clistricts involved in cooperation, at kW in part, as a result of pressure from parents and

community members.

Those districts are then using cooperation, quite successfully, to save schools, avoid

consolidation, and maintain autonomy. But even with extensive cooperation, they are having

difficuky surviving.



One pair of districts sharing grades reports that even together they do not have enough students.

"Enrolbrients erns continuing to decline, whik costs we continuing to climb. We began
cooperating because of press= from parents and community - pressure generated from
fear of losing schools, and fear of losing control of their children's education."

Other superintendents express similar problem

"The community is trying to keep the school as long as possible. We've
et three years tom."

'When you take tuo small disoias and put them together, you get just one
small district."

"People view us as one large district - we* not. They think the problem is
solved - it's not."

"The community thinks we're o.k. now - they're in fc r a big surprise"

"Pairing is hotting on for a while. We must take a larger step."

It is often these cristricts that are concerned about the initial costs of cooperation, primarily

because they see cooperation as, at best, a temporary solution.

"A cooperative movement prolongs the inevitable. The community will
have to go through the same tirades again for consolidation."

'We* initially going to save, but that will vanish because of declining
ovolinsent."

Cooperation is an effective say to control cost.

Cost is one of the four primary reasons for cooperation mentioned by superintendents.

Most superintendents report that cooperation contributes greatly to cost effectiveness but does

not reduce costs. The most prevalent financial effects of cooperation that districts report

indude:

si Costs stay about the same, but without cooperation, costs would be much higher.

e Costs increase, but curriculum expands. In almost ail cases, superintendents believe the

curricular benefits far outweigh the cost increases.
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In these cases, comeratim apparently allows districts to maintain or increase their curriculum

while controlling incenses in cost.

Superintendents in some districts did report significant reductions in costs. These tend to be

very tan!' districts (often with enrollments of under 300 students). They tend to be extensively

involved in cooperation, often sharing grades. They also tend to be districts without too many

other options. They cannot survive without substantial changes.

With the data we collected, it is difficult to determine the relationship among cooperation, cost,

and curriculum. When superintendents report reduced costs, it is not clear whether that

reduction is accompanied by a recuction in curriculum, or whether there are cases where

cooperation effectively reduces costs without reducing curriculum.

Many districts note that coorzation can involve a s*nificant initial investment. This is

particularly true of restricts sharing secondary gradtv. In many cases, these paired restricts get

new names, new athletic uniforms and new band uniforms, often at no small cost. Many districts

must also provide early Miming or unemployment benefes for teachers in discontinued position&

While many superintendents feel that long term savings will justify the initial investment, some

are concerned about recouping these costs.

An additional cost often overlooked, is that of the increased work load while the cooperation is

implemerged. One superintending reports that he "worked a hundred nights* during the first year

his district shared grades.

Cooperation between huge and small &trigs can be Mica.

Cooperation between districts of different size can create many problems for both the larger and

scaaner distlict.

Most of these problems revolve around districts' need to feel equal partners in cooperation. A

fundamental issue is whether cooperating &Wets of different size or wealth get equal say in

matters concerning both districts. One expression of this issue is "one district, one vote."

Some of the specific problems cooperating districts of different size report include:

Districts of different sizes often have different needs. If districts are not working

toward the same ends, it can be difficult to establish a mutually beneficial cooper give
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program. One superintendent noted that "large districts want bells and whistles; small

districts just want the basks."

"Our disuia uses [cooperation] the most. We consider it very valuable.
The other districts don't value it as much."

a It can be difficult to determine the division of control over staff and curriculum when

the balance of cooperation between districts is skewed (e.g. one district has much larger

enrollment, or one district pays a higher percentage of the costs).

Small districts must often give up a great deal when cooperating with larger districts.
In most disparate pairing arrangements the smaller district gives up the high school.

Smaller districts often fear being swallowed up by the larger district.

One large &strict dying to initiate cooperation was accused of "trying
to eat up the county."

One small district felt that larger districts had no incentive to
cooperate. If [larger (Aarictsj don't help you, they'll force
you out of existence and gre your student! for five."

m Larger districts sometimes feel unfairly burdened when cooperating with smaller districts

that are rapidly losing students and money.

One larger (Astrid sharing grades with a smaller atria noted that "we
pay two-thirds of the cost but haw only half the tom"

Different size districts can find it difficult to divide curriculum *fairly' so all districts
feel they are equal partners.

One smiler district, unabk to offer the full cane auriasbon, sends
students to a larger &strict for many required courses. The smaller
&aid continues to rethxe core curriathun to offer specialized
coeasetvoric that attracts stsidents from the kagff (Astrid. The smaller
&strict is unhappy with the inevitable division of the core curriculum

Governsice can be aunbarsease.

Each set of composting auks must dedide how to jointly administer their cooperative
prows's. For distrids involved in difficult cooperation, particularly thase that share grades,
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joint administration becomes a balancing act involving all participating districts. Two primary

patterns of governance emerge:

I. Districts create a joint advisory board without real decision making power. Consensus

must be reached between the individual boards.

2. Districts create a powerful joint decision making board or steering committee. Individual

boards continue to meet, usually to °milder issues relevant to the specific district.

In some cases, each board meets at different times. In other cases, all boards meet together.

In many cases, decision making is a very cumbersome proms. Many superintendents report

frustration in trying to manage both individual school boards and joint boards.

"(Managing cooperation' is too much sometimes. I'm tired on Mondays."

"There's not enough time i n the day. Too much paperwork and travel."

Administration can be Mkt* and impractical.

Although over half the districts we sinveyed have no problems with the cooperation, many

districts do report that a number of practical probkas occur while planning, implementing, and

maintang cooperative programs. Some districts are concerned about issues such as where to

hold graduation and homecoming. Most roblems involve scheduling and transportation.

Sep' Districts often have great difficulty arranging compatible schedules for students.

Many districts report trouble jointly arranging their calendar*. This is primarily a problem

during planning and imple.mentation.

aggoodatios: Transportation problems surface as districts plan cooperation and they continue

to be an ong:ming prolgem.

Sell* changes in student transportation to parents is often a bigger problem than

actually managing the transportation.

Transportation for most cooperative programs does not involve any significant distance,

but when it does, it causes problems.

a The need to transport students for part of the day creates the most problems. One

superintendent reports that some students spend one full class period a day on the bus.
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a Wk.= it is an option, many districts report fewer problems when teachers or

administrators travel instead of students.

Many of the districts sharing only teachers or sharing teachers as part of sharing grades
report some unique problems, including:

a managing staff reductions (e.g. joint seniority lists and unrequested leave);

ea teachers in cooperating districts on different salary schedules; and

a teachers encountering different environments at different schools.

WHAT ROLES DO SUPERINTENDENTS, PARENTS,
STUDENTS AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS PLAY?

Superintendents, parents, and members of the community usually agree that providing a quality

education for the children is the primary goal of each do' trict.. However, differences may arise

among them over how to best reach that goat

Some erastrids move toward cooperation as a ressek of parr v1al pressure.

Parental concern with mardmiring educational opportunities h. their children often gives school

boards the support they need to initiate cooperation with Aler districts and provide that

opportunity. Many superintendents give parents much 0; die credit for implementing

cooperation. According to one superintendeni 7xvents felt the status quo was a step
backwardsc."

More often, sup's Sol parents and the cossissunity to be the greatest inspedSment

to cook

Parents and community members sometimes feel that it is in the best interests of education to

keep schools in the conununity and maintain the control of education within the district. Local

businesses feel that schools are a critical factor in the survival of the community. These

concerns often make parents and other members of the community wary o cooperation.

In many cases, superintendents are frustrated that cooperation is not moving as quickly as they
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think it should. In these districts many parents and community members fight cooperation,

afraid that conscAidation will be the next step.

"We faced organized resistance from a stubborn public. The public is five
yews behind."

Although many superintendents stress the importance of keeping the community well informed,

some suggest rninimiiing public involvement in the planning process.

"Don't invohPe the public as much [as 1 educators, steering cononinces,
board members, and staff Only use the public for input."

dente rads may coaffsot with the of parents mid comity members.

Many superintendents stress the need to keep academic goals in mind when designing ceoperatice.

Over and over we heard tremasdmis concern about the ways parents and community members

affect cooperation. Many in the community are fearful than causolidaticn, about losing schools,

and often about losing athletic teams. In many of these rases, superintendents believe that it is

these fears that are driving cooperatice decisions not concern about providing the best

educaticaml opportunities for students.

Von" kw *hi of your goad Do academks first, then athletics not the
other way alosind."

In some superintendents maintain that "cooperation is not ahvays what's best for the

Ws". In many of these cases, parents and community members are pushing hard for cooperation

instead of consolidation often for what superintendents believe to be all the wrong reasons.

Corammeity' press= may affect the type of coop" &grids chime.

Parents, community members, and local businesses may measure school boards to use forms of

cooperation that will keep schools open and avoid consolidation. Some superintendents report

that community pressure has forced school boards to drop consideration of cooperative secondary

fadlities in favor of cooperation that does not involve dosing the high school. In other districts

school board members are chosen because of their position on cooperation.

"After a management assistance study recomineiukd consolidation,
coc" became thg dection issue for the school Wald. We had
own:endow voter turnout old the pro-cooperaticei coulidates were elected"
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Students me often a aitical factor in sorcesdul cooperation.

Many superintendents emphasize that a strong public relations program can swing opinion toward
cooperation.

the students were really scared about going ptut-time [to another
itsoictl. They didn't think they'd belong. The other disiria has been
very helpful and COMMWlielliiVe They've done school tows and
informational meetings for the students. It really pest the students at
ease."

If students are pleased with the results of cooperation, even parents opposed to cooperation often

become supporters.

"Acceptance [of cocceration] came rtspidly when parents saw that students
loved the new program*

"rids become the grentert supponers of cooperation.*

W. POLICY IMPLICATIONS

State poky on school district coo" in litusscsota is to offer (Esti/ids a viiriety of
canniest" At's and some 'al support but to leave decisions rbout cooperation to
individnad districts. Within this context, districts have come to use cooperation in four fundamental

ways:

iv to maintain or expand curriculum;

ta to manage low or declining enrollment;

® to save schools, avoid consolidation, and maintain autonomy;

n to control costs.

If 'minim or expentfing awriculma is an important goal of cooperation.-

® Cooperation is a great success. Superintendents in all types of districts report the use of

three primary farms of cooperation (shs-ing students, teachers, or grades) to provide

students with greater curricular breadth and depth. With the freedom to tailor
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cooperation to meet their needs, districts design a tremendous variety of cooperative

arrangements that build on their strengths.

a But &strict& sow fate some problems with curricular coop'. Some of the problems

superintetraents report include; difficulties with the governance and administration of

multiple, cooperating districts; problems transporting students problems establishing joint

scheduleg and problems when districts are different sizes.

If a:mooring cost is an important - of cooperatiaa.

Cooperation is often a cost effixtive tool. Many superintendents stress that without

cooperation they could not afford to offer as many courses or programs. The alternative

to a cooperative program is often no program at all.

a But coop" does not ma* reduce astride cods. Superintendents emphasize that it

is more eyensiv; to offer a pow= cooperatively than to not offer it at all. Although

some superintendents did report that cooperation reduced costs, it was unclear in these

cases how the curriculum had been affected.

If managing low and derfiniug matements is as impostant goal of cooperation.

a Cooperation can "AA wd. Superintendents in small districts are not alone in having to

manage enrollment problems. Even moderate to large districts sometimes have too few

students in some areas to justify independently offering many advanced and elective

courses. For these districts, superintendents find cooperation to be a very valuable tool.

a But coo" may simply be prolonging the life of weak sfistriets. For some

districts with very low or severely decfining enrollments, consolidation or other

reorganization is probably inevitable.

If wag schools, mui&ntg consoluirdm, and ma /sluing autonomy are important goals of

amp'.
a Cooperation can be vet successful. Superintendents in some districts report that without

cooperation, their districts would have lost a school or been forced to consolidate.



asat the;c we some distrixis for which cooperation cannot offer sufficient support. These

districts often have severe financial difficulties and very low or steeply declining

enrollment. For these districts, "cooperation' is only delaying the inevitable".

Superintendents in many of these districts stress that cooperation is chosen, at least in part, in

response to pressure from parents, alumni, and members of the community. These districts,

practically and politically, cannot choose alternatives such as consolidation. Superintendents in

some of these districts want fewer choices.

"You need to restructure districts from the (mtside; we can't do it, politically,
from the inside."

If all decisions about cooperation are left to individual districts, there will inevitably be some

districts slowly, cooperatively "strangling to death".
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